
 
  

 

Timothy Scott Williams 
 

 
The music of Timothy Scott can evoke 

Bakersfield in the early 1960s, the power 
folk ballads of the seventies, or today’s 

coffee shop pop, all brought to life by Tim’s 
smooth Southern tenor vocals. 

 
  

 

A singer-songwriter with a flair for melodies that move and the vocal range to match, Timothy 
writes and performs on the acoustic guitar and ukulele. Reviewers of his original music praise 
Timothy’s “major chorus hooks and lyrics soaked in imagery” and have admired his “unique 
pairings of genres with contemporary lyrics.” Take a listen and you understand why one 
reviewer says that “Without a doubt, Timothy Scott deserves to be heard by the fan base that 
enjoys eclectic Americana music.”  
Growing up in Charlotte, North Carolina within earshot of the Shuffletown Dragway, the 
sounds that captivated Tim were the classic country songs playing on the radio while his uncles 
worked on their cars. He taught himself guitar as a teen and began writing his own songs while 
he was a college student in Chapel Hill. Returning to Charlotte Tim continued to write, record, 
and perform, taking inspiration from the everyday lives, loves, and losses he saw on the streets 
while working as a mailman.   Now living in Saint Simons Island, Georgia, Tim frequently co-
writes with his wife Sarah and performs at local venues and regional events. 
 

• IBMA Songwriter Showcase Selection for 2022 and 2019  
• Hazel Dickens Songwriting Contest – Second Place in 2022 
• Woody Guthrie Folk Festival Songwriting Contest – Finalist  
• Don Gibson Singer/Songwriter Competition – Finalist  
• NewSong LEAF Singer Songwriter Contest – Finalist  
• NC Songwriter’s Co-op Songwriter of the Year – Finalist  
• Multiple placements on episodes of “RoadTrip Nation” on PBS 

 
Discography 

                                         
       Dreaming Small      Wanna Tell U Now     Still-Beating Heart              Glum 

 

  
 704-995-4008         www.tstunes.com         timothyscottmusic@earthlink.net 
  

 


